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I want to remove the 1st and 2nd line of above output. A: You can try this str_remove_all() Or
library(stringr) str_remove_all(txt1, regex('^\\s+\\|\\s+$')) The present invention relates to a method
for controlling a gas turbine engine which comprises two power turbine assemblies, each having its

own rotor shaft, and comprising: at least one turbine assembly having an inlet channel for the flow of
air to be expanded, a rotor shaft, a low-pressure compressor, a high-pressure compressor, at least
one combustion chamber, a high-pressure turbine and a low-pressure turbine which are connected

to a common drive shaft, and a second turbine assembly having an inlet channel for the flow of air to
be expanded, a rotor shaft, a high-pressure compressor, a combustion chamber, a turbine and a

drive shaft driven by the turbine shaft. Gas turbine engines are used to drive aircraft by means of a
gas turbine engine driven by kerosene/water. The main advantages of gas turbine engines are the
fact that they are simple, reliable and very economical. Gas turbine engines have a high specific
power as compared to conventional engines such as reciprocating engines. Although the turbine
assembly and the second turbine assembly are operable independently of one another, they are

mounted such that they are rotatable together in order to drive a common drive shaft. The turbine
assembly and the second turbine assembly are both mounted on a same airframe and the turbine

assembly and the second turbine assembly are each mounted such that they are rotatable around a
common axis. A disadvantage of known gas turbine engines is that the respective angular position of
the turbine assembly and the second turbine assembly cannot be changed. The angular position of
the turbine assembly and the second turbine assembly is associated with the respective revolutions

thereof. Because of the fixed angular position of the turbine assembly and the second turbine
assembly, the acceleration and deceleration of the turbine assembly and the second turbine
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assembly cannot be controlled.SURPRISE, Ariz. – He didn’t know how to feel. In the hours after losing
a home game to the Los Angeles Dodgers in the wild-card round of the 2018 playoffs, the Brewers

were still in a daze about the night before. “I was actually still in the clubhouse, by myself,” Brewers
outfielder Christian Yelich said. “ 6d1f23a050
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